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Abstract Risk analysis is traditionally considered a crit-

ical activity for the whole software system’s lifecycle.

Risks are identified by considering technical aspects (e.g.,

failures of the system, unavailability of services, etc.) and

handled by suitable countermeasures through a refined

design. This, however, introduces the problem of recon-

sidering system requirements. In this paper, we propose a

goal-oriented approach for analyzing risks during the

requirements analysis phase. Risks are analyzed along with

stakeholder interests, and then countermeasures are iden-

tified and introduced as part of the system’s requirements.

This work extends the Tropos goal modeling formal

framework proposing new concepts, qualitative reasoning

techniques, and methodological procedures. The approach

is based on a conceptual framework composed of three

main layers: assets, events, and treatments. We use ‘‘loan

origination process’’ case study to illustrate the proposal,

and we present and discuss experimental results obtained

from the case study.

Keywords Risk assessment � Requirement analysis �
Goal-oriented requirement engineering

1 Introduction

Traditionally, risk analysis is used in software development

to identify situations or events that can cause project fail-

ures. It offers methods and techniques for documenting the

impact of mitigation strategies [35] and for evaluating

system criticality [9]: risks are analyzed and mitigating

countermeasures are then introduced. Introducing coun-

termeasures corresponds, in the best case, to fine-tuning of

the initial design. Unfortunately, in many cases risk miti-

gation requires the revision of the entire design and, pos-

sibly, of initial requirements. Shifting risk analysis to the

early phases of the software development process can give

the obvious advantage of considering risk mitigations as an

integral part of the initial design. Along this direction, there

have been several recent attempts to integrate risk analysis

with requirement analysis [16]. The idea is to analyze risks

along with stakeholder needs and to introduce risk-based

criteria for choosing among alternative ways of fulfilling

requirements.

According to Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering,

analysis of stakeholder goals leads to alternative sets of

functional requirements that can each fulfill these goals.

These alternatives can be evaluated with respect to non-

functional requirements posed by stakeholders. KAOS

[17], i* [44], GBRAM [1], and Tropos [11] are examples of

goal-oriented methodologies and frameworks that have

gained popularity. In particular, i* proposes a modeling

and analysis technique for early requirements, where the

analyst identifies relevant stakeholders and models them as

social actors, who depend on one another for goals to be

fulfilled, tasks to be performed, and resources to be fur-

nished. Through these actor dependencies, one can answer

why questions, besides what and how, regarding system

functionalities/requirements. Answers to why questions
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ultimately link system functionalities to stakeholder needs.

Moreover, i* analyzes goals through a refinement process

where each goal is decomposed into subgoals and positive/

negative contributions are established among goals. The

result of the analysis is a goal model that characterizes

alternative ways of fulfilling the top-level goals. For

example, in the case of a loan origination process, the goal

of assess loan application can be OR-decom-

posed into in-house assessment and Credit

Bureau assessment, where Credit Bureau is a com-

pany that provides credit information and assesses loan

applications. Likewise, the goal receive electronic

application may help (i.e., contributes positively to)

verify loan application, because the bank or

credit bureau can indeed send the application electroni-

cally, and they can also validate it semi-automatically by

using appropriate software. In [19, 37], the authors pro-

posed an extension of i*, namely the Tropos Goal Mod-

eling, with formal semantics for automatic reasonings.

In this paper, we propose a goal-oriented framework

(Goal-Risk framework—GR, for short) for modeling and

reasoning about risk during requirements analysis extend-

ing the Tropos goal modeling framework. It is introducing

a three-layer analysis model founded on three main con-

cepts: asset, event, and treatment. Assets1, modeled in

terms goals, are analyzed and related to external events that

can influence negatively (i.e., risk) their satisfaction.

Treatments are then introduced to mitigate the effects of

such events. Besides modeling inter-relationships among

layers (adopted from [18]), the GR framework supports the

representation of relationships within each layer. For

instance, the goal offer low-interest loans may

contradict with the goal of have high profits; or in the

event layer, the event economic recession may make

the event debtor defaults on loan more likely.

These intra-layer dependencies make risk analysis more

accurate. To support the analysis process, we propose

qualitative risk reasoning techniques intended to identify

designs that minimize risk while fulfilling requirements.

The main contributions of this paper are: proposing a

modeling framework to capture and analyze risks during

requirement engineering phase and the framework supports

modeling, analyzing, and assessing risks along requirement

analysis by extending the expressivity of Defect, Detection

and Prevention (DDP) model [16]. This framework is

composed of a modeling framework, a methodological

process to develop and analyze the model, several analyt-

ical techniques, and supporting tools. The end results of

this framework are a set of requirements that realize

stakeholders’ intentions and mitigate relevant risks into

acceptable levels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

we present related work to the GR framework Sect. 3

introduces the Loan Origination Process scenario that is

used to describe the GR analysis framework in Sect. 4. The

risk assessment process and algorithms for qualitative

reasoning are presented in Sect. 5, while in Sect. 6, we

describe the CASE tool we have developed, along some

experimental results. Section 7 offers a discussion of pros

and cons of the framework, and conclusions are presented

in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

Research on three major areas are related to our work:

Requirements Engineering, Secure and Dependable Engi-

neering, and Risk Analysis.

In Requirements Engineering, Dardenne et al. [17]

propose KAOS, a goal-oriented requirements engineering

methodology aiming at modeling not only what and how

aspect of requirements, but also why, who, and when. In

later work, KAOS introduces also the concept of obstacle

[25] and anti-goal [26] in order to analyze boundary con-

ditions and failure situations for a design. Obstacles are

situations that can lead to goal failure. Anti-goals, on the

other hand, are goals associated with malicious stake-

holders, such as an attacker. In other words, obstacles are

unintended risks, while anti-goals are threats or intended

risks. These features make KAOS suitable for analyzing

requirements for secure and/or dependable systems. In

[25], van Lamswerdee and Letier present a collection of

techniques for deriving obstacles systematically from goals

and domain properties, also for resolving. Mayer et al. [31,

32] extends the i* modeling framework [44] to analyze risk

and security issues during requirement analysis. The

framework models business assets (including business

goals) of an organization and assets of its IT systems (such

as architectures and code). Countermeasures are then

selected to mitigate risks, thereby ensuring that risks will

not affect any assets. Liu et al. [28] propose a methodo-

logical framework for security requirements analysis

founded on i* and the NFR framework [15]. In particular,

their analysis explores alternative designs and evaluates

them on the basis of threats, vulnerabilities, and

countermeasures.

In the area of Secure and Dependable Systems, the

most popular analysis frameworks are Fault Tree Analysis

(FTA) [42], Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Anal-

ysis (FMECA) [43]. In security engineering, approaches

such as attack trees and threat trees [20, 36] are similar to

1 In ISO 13335, asset is defined as ‘‘anything that has value to an

organization’’. As such, assets may be (1) resources, (2) tasks

executed to generate value, and (3) targets/objectives/goals whose

fulfillment generates value. This paper concentrates on analyzing

assets as goals.
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FTA, while other proposals such as UMLSec [23], Secur-

eUML [29], Abuse Case [33], and Misuse Case [40] con-

stitute UML extensions intended to deal specifically with

security concerns. The most relevant work for our purposes

is the Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP) proposal by

Feather et al. [18]. DDP consists of a three-layer model

consisting, respectively of Objectives, Risks, and Mitiga-

tions. Each objective has a weight to represent its impor-

tance, each risk has a likelihood of occurrence, while every

mitigation has a cost for its accomplishment (mostly

resource consumption). Severity of a risk can be repre-

sented by an impact relationship between an objective and

a risk. Moreover, a DDP model specifies how to compute

the level of objective achievements and the cost of miti-

gations. This calculation allows one to evaluate the impact

of a collection of countermeasures, thereby supporting risk

analysis. The DDP model can be integrated with other

quantitative frameworks (e.g., FMECA, FTA) in order to

model and assess risks/failures [18]. All the works men-

tioned above propose analysis techniques (quantitative and/

or qualitative) to assess failures (or events in the GR

framework). The DPP framework constitutes a baseline for

our work on the GR framework.

In the area of Risk Analysis, uncertain events (i.e.,

threats and failures) are quantified with two attributes:

likelihood and severity. Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA)

[8] is widely used for quantitative risk assessment, while

approaches like FMECA [43] quantify risk into qualitative

values: frequent, reasonably probable, occasional, remote,

and extremely unlikely. Events are prioritized using the

notion of ‘‘expectancy loss’’ resulted from them which is

defined as the product of its likelihood and severity. Pri-

ority here reflects the criticality of an event. When

resources are limited, an analyst may decide to adopt

countermeasures for mitigating events on the basis of their

priority. However, estimation of probabilities is generally

imprecise, as they typically strongly depend on expert

judgment. Approaches such as Multi-Attribute Risk

Assessment [12] can improve the risk assessment process

by considering multi-attribute analysis. In this work, many

factors that can impact the quality of a system—such as

reliability, availability, safety and confidentiality—are

analyzed for potential risks. For instance, an Air Traffic

Management system is required to always be available and

safe. Certain conditions (e.g., radar noise) can affect the

normal behavior of the system and consequently impact on

its safety. In many cases, the best way to deal with radar

noise is to restart the system. This, however, impacts on its

availability. This inter-dependence of quality factors

introduces the need for analysis that finds the right trade-

offs. In [13], Butler proposes a technique for selecting cost-

effective countermeasures to deal with existing security

threats by using multi-attribute risk assessment. This line of

research has identified important properties of risk, such as

likelihood and severity, which must be accounted for in the

GR framework. Finally, CORAS [10] is a framework for

risk analysis of security-critical systems. The CORAS risk

management process consists of the following steps: con-

text identification, risk identification, risk analysis, risk

evaluation, and risk treatment. Moreover, CORAS includes

a modeling language defined in terms of a UML profile.

3 Running example

The scenario we present below originated within the Euro-

pean project SERENITY2, and focuses on a typical Loan

Origination Process (LOP) for a bank. The process starts

when a loan application is received, and ends with a deci-

sion. Clearly, the bank aims to earn income, accept

loan applications, handle the applica-

tions, and ensure loan repayment. When the bank

receives the application, it starts the process of verifying

data and calculating credit rating for the applicant. The

rating may be generated internally (in-house assessment) or

externally from a Credit Bureau. Next, the bank decides on a

loan scheme consisting of a loan cap and the interest to be

paid. We assume that a loan scheme is initially proposed by

the customer, while the bank makes the final decision. The

bank is, of course, also interested in ensuring the repayment

of the loan in order to increase its income.

Several events (i.e., threats and/or unintended happen-

ings) may endanger the success of the whole process. For

instance, forgery of the loan application,

fake identification documents, inaccurate

credit rating are potential dangers for the LOP.

Accordingly, analysts need to assess their potential impact.

If this is deemed unacceptable, then the designer may want

to introduce measures aiming at reducing the likelihood, or

mitigating the effects of these events. Of course, these

additions have to be analyzed carefully before their adop-

tion because they introduce additional cost and delay in the

origination process, or even can introduce new risks.

4 Tropos goal risk framework

Tropos is a software development methodology that adopts

the concepts of agent goal, task, and resource and uses

them throughout the development process [11], from early

requirements analysis to implementation. Early require-

ments analysis model and analyze the organizational set-

ting where the system-to-be will eventually operate. In the

following, we extend the Tropos goal modeling framework

2 http://www.serenity-project.org/
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[19, 37] by introducing constructs and relations specific for

analyzing risk.

Conceptually, a Goal-Risk (GR) model (see Fig. 1)

consists of three layers representing assets, events, and

treatments. A GR model is defined mathematically as a

triplet hN ;R; Ii, where N is a set of nodes, R a set of

relations among nodes, and I represents a special impact

relation that depicts the severity of an event affecting the

asset layer. Impact relations, depicted as dash line-arrows,

are special because on one hand they are relations between

the event layer and the asset layer, and on the other they are

the target for alleviation relations. We distinguish the

severity into 4 levels: ?, ?? , - , and – –, where ??

and – – are stronger than ? and -, respectively.

N is comprised of three types of constructs: goals, tasks,

and events. Goals (depicted as ovals) are strategic interests

that stakeholders/actors intend to achieve for generating

values. Events (depicted as pentagons) are uncertain cir-

cumstances, typically out of the control of actors, that can

have an impact (positive or negative) on the fulfillment of

goals. Tasks (depicted as hexagons) are sequences of actions

used to achieve goals or to treat events.3 Each construct has

two attributes: SAT � SatðNÞ and DEN � DenðNÞ. Such

attributes represent, respectively, available evidence that the

construct N will be satisfied/fulfilled/present or denied/

failed/absent. In probability theory, if Prob(A) = 0.1 then

we can infer that probability of :A is 0.9 (i.e.,

Pð:AÞ ¼ 1� PðAÞÞ. Conversely, based on the idea of

Dempster-Shafer theory [38], the evidence of a goal being

denied (DEN) cannot be inferred from evidence on the sat-

isfaction of the goal (SAT), and vice versa. For instance, the

bank has the goal verify loan application, and the

goal is affected by the event fake identity document.

The only conclusion we can draw from this is DEN, while we

cannot say anything about SAT since there is no information

on the satisfaction of the goal. These attribute values are

qualitatively represented in the range of (F)ull, (P)artial,

(N)one, with the intended meaning F [ P [ N. Full (Par-

tial, None) evidence for the satisfaction of a goal means that

there is (at least) ‘‘sufficient’’ (‘‘some’’, ‘‘no’’) evidence to

support the claim that the goal will be fulfilled. Analogously,

Full (Partial, None) evidence for the denial of a goal means

that there is (at least) ‘‘sufficient’’ (‘‘some’’, ‘‘no’’) evidence

to support the claim that the goal will be denied.

Relations R are represented as ðN1; . . .;NnÞr7!N, where

r is the type of the relation, N1,…,Nn are called source nodes

and N is the target node. r consists of AND/OR-decompo-

sition, contribution, and alleviation relations. AND/OR

decomposition relations are used to refine goals, tasks, and

events into finer-grain models. Contribution relations

(depicted as solid line with filled arrow) are used to model

the impact of a node over another. Our framework distin-

guishes four levels of contribution relations: ?, ??, -,

and – –. Each one of these types can propagate either evi-

dence for SAT or DEN or both. For instance, the ‘‘?? ’’

contribution relation indicates that the relation propagates

both SAT and DEN evidence, and the ‘‘??S’’ contribution

relation means the relation only propagates SAT evidence

toward target nodes. The same intuition is applied for the

other types of contribution in delivering DEN evidence.

However, the ‘‘– –’’ and ‘‘-’’ propagate bipolar evidence.

For instance, ‘‘-S’’ propagates the SAT value of the source

node to the DEN value of the target node, and the same

principle holds for others. Alleviation relations (depicted as

solid lines with hollow arrows) have a similar definition with

contribution relations, but a slight different semantics (as we

shall see later). These relations relate treatments with impact

relations (i.e., nodes to relations) to model severity reduction

of impact relations by treatments. In the following subsec-

tions, we describe the three layers of the GR model through

the loan origination process scenario together with the for-

mal semantics of each relation.

4.1 Asset layer

The asset layer is adopted from the Tropos goal model [19]

which analyzes strategic interests of stakeholders. In this

layer of analysis, the goals of stakeholders are identified,

refined, and analyzed along with inter-relationships among

them. As shown in Fig. 2, modeling starts by identifying

top stakeholder goals. For bank management, these are

earn more income (G1), receive loan appli-

cation (G4), ensure loan repayment (G7), and

handle loan application (G10).

Fig. 1 Goal-risk model

3 In this paper, we use hexagons only to denote an event treatment/

countermeasure.
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Each top goal is refined using AND/OR decomposition

into subgoals. For example, G1 is OR-decomposed into

earn loan interest (G2) or charge high fee for

loan origination (G3). Such decompositions model

alternative ways of fulfilling a goal. Table 1 presents the

rules used to propagate evidence through AND/OR

relations (first two rows of the table). Thus, Sat(G1) is

assigned the maximum value among SAT values of all its

subgoals (e.g., G2 and G3). Conversely, Den(G1) is

assigned the minimum value between DEN values of its

subgoals. However, G10 is refined (AND) into verify

loan application (G11), assess application

(G12), define loan schema (G15), and approve loan

application (G15). This means that to achieve G10, all

its subgoals (i.e., G11, G12, G15, and G18) must be satisfied.

This decomposition process continues until all leaf goals

are tangible (i.e., there is an actor that can fulfill it).

The next step is to model relationships among goals

using contribution relations. For instance, the goal

receive electronic application (G6) supports

the goal verify loan application (G11) (i.e.,

G6
þs
7!G11) because it promotes the possibility of doing

automatic verification. As presented in Table 1, ‘‘?’’ and

‘‘-’’ relation propagates at most partial evidence from

source nodes, while ‘‘?? ’’ and ‘‘– –’’ propagate full

evidence. Moreover, by means of these relations, we can

model interrelations between the asset layer and the other

layers (i.e., event and treatment layer). This allows us to

model situations where a goal fulfillment increases/redu-

ces the evidence of occurrence of an event, or a goal

fulfillment supports/prevents the execution of counter-

measures. For instance, the goal of having a loan appli-

cation approved by clerk (G19) will increase SAT of

the event collusion between customer and

clerk (E10).

Fig. 2 Goal-risk model for the loan origination process

Table 1 Evidence propagation rules for (AND/OR) decomposition

and contribution relations

Relation Sat(N1) Den(N1)

ðN2;N3Þand
7�! N1 min

SatðN2Þ;
SatðN3Þ

� �
max

DenðN2Þ;
DenðN3Þ

� �

ðN2;N3Þor
7�!N1

max
SatðN2Þ;
SatðN3Þ

� �
min

DenðN2Þ;
DenðN3Þ

� �

N2
þS
7!N1 min

SatðN2Þ;
P

� �
N

N2
þþS
7�! N1 Sat(N2) N

N2
þD
7! N1 N

min
DenðN2Þ;

P

� �

N2
þþD
7�! N1 N Den(N2)

N2
�S
7!N1 N

min
SatðN2Þ;

P

� �

N2
��S
7�! N1 N Sat(N2)

N2
�D
7! N1

min
DenðN2Þ;

P

� �
N

N2
��D
7�! N1 Den(N2) N
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4.2 Event layer

We adopt the WordNet4 definition for event:

– something that happens at a given place and time;

– a special set of circumstances;

– a phenomenon located at a single point in space-time;

– a consequence; i.e., a phenomenon that follows and is

caused by some previous phenomena.

The notion of event used here is slightly different from

threat in computer security literature [34] and hazardous

condition in reliability engineering [30]. Those concepts

are only defined as a potential circumstance that could

cause harm or loss and do not include any notion of

likelihood.5

Following the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)

approach [8] and the ISO Guide 73 [22], the GR framework

characterizes events with two properties: likelihood and

severity. Likelihood is modeled as a property of an event

(i.e., SAT and DEN), whereas severity is denoted as the sign

(negative/positive) of an impact relation. This representa-

tion allows us to model situations where an event impacts

on more than a single goal. For instance, in Fig. 2 the event

collusion between customer and clerk (E10)

obstructs the satisfaction of the goal defined by bank

(G17) in defining a loan scheme because the officer may not

be objective. On the other hand, it also obstructs the goal

assessed by in-house (G14) since it can compromise

the integrity of the employees that assess loan application.

An event is a risk when it has negative impact (e.g., -, – –)

to some elements of the asset layer; it is an opportunity

when it produces positive impact (e.g., ?, ??). This

means an event may serve as a risk and an opportunity at

the same time. For instance, in Fig. 2 the event increase

interest rate of loan (E1) can be seen as a risk for

the goal ensure repayment of loan (G7) and as an

opportunity for the goal earn loan interest (G2). In

such situations, it may not make sense to eliminate totally

the risk, since the event also results in benefits. Rather, it

may be better to reduce the risk likelihood to an acceptable

level. Alternatively, analysts may introduce treatments that

alleviate only the negative impact of the event to the asset

layer.

The modeling of the event layer starts with event

identification. There are different approaches for this, such

as obstacle analysis [25], anti-goal [26], hazard analysis

[24], misuse case [40], abuse case [33], taxonomy-base risk

identification [14], or risk in finance [21]. Once events have

been identified, they are decomposed into sub-events using

similar decomposition relations as in the asset layer. This

process continues until we reach leaf events that are easily

observable. Throughout, it is important to ensure that all

sub-events are distinct. To model dependency among

events, one can use contribution relations, such as

E12
þs
7!E11 in the LOP scenario.

As already mentioned, an event is characterized by two

properties: likelihood and severity. In our framework, we

calculate the likelihood of an event (k(E)) on the basis of

the value of evidence that supports (i.e., SAT) and prevents

(i.e., DEN) the occurrence of the event. The likelihood is

defined qualitatively and can take the following values:

(L)ikely, (O)ccasional, (R)are, and (U)nlikely, with inten-

ded meaning L [ O [ R [ U. Table 2 defines the calcu-

lation rules of likelihood from SAT and DEN values. The

table prescribes an event with full evidence of being sat-

isfied and no evidence of denial as a likely event. Conse-

quently, an event without any evidence of satisfaction

results to be an unlikely event, independently of any denial

evidence.

By severity we mean the effect of an event to the

achievement of a goal asset. This definition is similar with

the one in FMECA [43] or impact given in DDP [18].

Severity can take the following values:

– Strong Positive(??): the event occurrence produces a

strong contribution to goal satisfaction;

– Positive(?): the event occurrence produces a fair

contribution to goal satisfaction;

– Negative(-): the event occurrence produces a fair

contribution to goal denial;

– Strong Negative(– –): the event occurrence produces a

strong contribution to goal denial.

This classification is encoded as the sign of an impact

relation which connect the event layer with the asset layer.

Impact relations introduce new evidence for the asset layer,

and the value of new evidence depends on the likelihood of

the event and the sign of impact relation (as defined in

Table 3). The table specifies that an event propagates full

Table 2 Likelihood calculation based on evidence values

SatðEÞ ^ DenðEÞ7�!kðEÞ

Sat(E) Den(E) k(E)

F N L

F P O

P N O

F F R

P F R

P P R

N F/P/N U

4 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
5 Some security frameworks (e.g., CORAS [10]) or reliability

engineering frameworks (e.g., PRA [8], FTA [42]) have incorporate

the notion of likelihood in their modeling as part of the ‘‘risk’’

concept.
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evidence of satisfaction to the asset layer if its likelihood is

likely and connected by ‘‘??’’ impact relation (called as an

opportunity). Conversely, an event produces partial evi-

dence of denial, when connected by ‘‘– –’’ and has

occasional/rare likelihood, or in the case it is connected by

‘‘-’’ with likely/occasional likelihood (called as a risk).

Moreover, through this representation an event may act as

an opportunity and as a risk at the same time.

As indicated earlier, impact relations are special rela-

tions in hN ;R; Ii because they model the impact of events

on goals, but they also serve as target nodes for alleviation

relations. An alleviation relation connects a treatment with

an impact relation. This allows us to model a treatment as

mitigation reduces severity (e.g., �� 7�!�). In this set-

ting, we treat the impact relation as the target node of the

alleviation relation. Details about alleviation relations are

provided in the next subsection.

4.3 Treatment layer

We next focus on treatments/countermeasures/mitigations

intended to mitigate risks. These can be analyzed using

(AND/OR) decomposition and contribution relations, just

like their asset cousins. A treatment may impact on a risk in

two different ways: reducing its likelihood or attenuating

its severity. To reduce the likelihood, a treatment is mod-

eled using a contribution relation which introduces denial

evidence to the event. For instance, the treatment employ

intrusion detection system (T4) adds denial

evidence for the risk forgery from external

attack (E3), and consequently by applying rules of

Table 2 it results in a less likely event.

More detail guidelines for eliciting treatments has been

presented in [2]. Essentially, treatments are categorized

into: removal/avoidance, prevention, attenuation, and

retention depending on how they mitigate the risk in the

event layer. Removal/avoidance measures tries to avoid

selecting an alternative that has no relevant risks. Preven-

tion aims to prevent or reduce the likelihood of any pos-

sibilities of the occurrence such a negative event.

Differently, attenuation aims to reduce the severity of the

risk, and retention does not mitigate either the likelihood or

severity of the event. Accepting the risk per se or trans-

ferring the risk (e.g., insurance) can be considered as a

retention measure.

To reduce severity of an event, we introduce the alle-

viation relation. This operates by reducing the impact sign

to a lesser value. For instance (Fig. 2), the relation between

the treatment use digital signature (T1) to the

impact relation between the event Forge Electronic

Application (E2) and goal receive electronic

application (G6). This relation is not intended to

reduce the likelihood of E2, but rather to reduce the

severity of the risk E2 toward G6 (i.e., T1 7!
� ½E2

��
7�!G6�) by

rewriting E2
��
7�!G6 into E2

�
7!G6. The rules for alleviation

relations are presented in Table 4. For simplicity, we only

consider whether the treatment is selected or not and we do

not take treatment evidence into account. Alleviation

relations reduce only negative impact relations. The sign

‘‘;’’ indicates that there is no further impact between a

treated event and a goal it was impacting.

In our model, we also allow for relations between the

treatment layer and the asset layer. This is useful in situa-

tions where a countermeasure adopted to mitigate a risk has

a side effect contribution (especially negative) to some

goals. For instance, the countermeasure use digital

signature can mitigate the event forge of elec-

tronic application, but it also introduces additional

costs that can be seen as negative evidence for the goal

have low-cost loan origination process.

Finally, we have defined a formal semantics for each

relation in the GR framework in terms of formalizations

rules that describe how evidence (SAT and DEN) is prop-

agated from source to target node. A target node may have

several incoming relations, and each relation may be

introducing evidence to the target node. Accordingly, we

need an evidence aggregation function (i.e., max).

4.4 Metamodel

In this section, we have introduced the basic concepts of

the Tropos Goal-Risk for modeling and analyzing risks

along the requirement analysis. All of those concepts are

structured in terms of a meta-model depicted in Fig. 3.

Table 3 Evidence propagation rules for impact relation

Impact relation
λ(E)

L O R U

Sat(G)

E
++

G F P P N

E
+

G P P N N
Den(G)

E
−−

G F P P N

E
−

G P P N N

Table 4 Rewriting rules for alleviation relation

Alleviation
Impact

Initial Rewrite

T
−−

[Impact] E
−−

G E
∅

G

E
−

G E
∅

G

T
−

[Impact] E
−−

G E
−

G

E
−

G E
∅

G
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In Fig. 3, the model presents the basic constructs of the

GR modeling language, such as: business objects (i.e.,

goals, tasks, and resources), events, and relations among

concepts (e.g., decomposition, contribution, alleviation,

means-end, needed-by). Moreover, impact is considered as

a special relation because it can be a relation between an

event and a business object, or it can act as a target node in

the case of alleviation relation (as illustrated in

T1
�
7! ½E2

��
7�!G6� at Fig. 2). In addition, those constructs

have some properties characterizing them. For instance,

goal, task, resource, and event have evidence values (i.e.,

SAT and DEN). Some relations (e.g., contribution, allevi-

ation, decomposition) have several subtypes as indicated in

Fig. 3.

5 Risk assessment process

In this section, we describe the methodological process and

qualitative risk reasoning techniques used to analyze and

evaluate alternatives in a GR model. Particularly, we focus

on finding and evaluating all possible ways (called strate-

gies) for satisfying top goals with an acceptable level

of risk. In other words, given a GR model, each

OR-decomposition introduces alternative modalities for top

goal satisfaction, namely different sets of leaf goals that

can satisfy top goals. Each of these alternative solutions

may have a different cost and may introduce a different

level of risk. Risk can be mitigated with appropriate

countermeasures, which, however, may introduce addi-

tional costs and further complications.

The analysis process is described in the Algorithm 1 and

consists of the following three steps:

1. find alternative solutions (line 2–3),

2. evaluate each alternative against relevant risks (line

6–7)

3. assess the countermeasures to mitigate risks (line

9–16).

The process, shown in Fig. 4, takes a GR model as

input, along with a desired satisfaction level for each root-

level goal (desired_labels), acceptable risk values

(acc_risks), evidence on goals as possible candidates for

the final solution (input_goals), and finally evidence on

events (event_labels). For instance, we might desire to

have full evidence for satisfaction of goals G4 and G10 (i.e.,

Sat(G4) = F and Sat(G10) = F), while we do not care

about goals G1 and G7 admitting partial evidence for their

Fig. 3 Metamodel of the goal-

risk modeling language
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satisfaction (i.e., Sat(G1) = P and Sat(G7) = P). We may

also require that there is no risk for G1 and G7 (i.e.,

Den(G1) = N and Den(G7) = N) while we allow partial

evidence for the denial of G4 and G10 (i.e.,

Den(G4) = P and Den(G10) = P). As input_goals, we

may want to consider the set {G2, G3, G5, G6, G8, G9,

G11, G13, G14, G16, G17, G19, G20}.

Backward_Reasoning (line 2) generates a set of possible

assignment values of evidence for the input goals that satisfy

the desired values (desired_labels). Essentially, Back-

ward_Reasoning amounts to the top–down reasoning

mechanism proposed in [37], where a GR model is encoded

into satisfiability formulas and then a SAT solver is used to

enumerate all input-goals that can satisfy desired_labels for

top goals. Here, the use of backward reasoning is limited to

the asset layer (i.e., not considering the relations with the

other two layers). For instance, in our example to achieve

desired_labels we have 8 alternative solutions as follows:

– S1 = G2, G5, G8, G9, G11, G13, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S2 = G3, G5, G8, G9, G11, G13, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S3 = G2, G6, G8, G9, G11, G13, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S4 = G3, G6, G8, G9, G11, G13, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S5 = G2, G5, G8, G9, G11, G14, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S6 = G3, G5, G8, G9, G11, G14, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S7 = G2, G6, G8, G9, G11, G14, G16, G17, G19, G20

– S8 = G3, G6, G8, G9, G11, G14, G16, G17, G19, G20

with full SAT evidence for all goals except for G2, G3, G8,

and G9 which might be partial SAT. Among these

alternative solutions, the analyst may select some on the

basis of a criterion, such as maximum-cost for fulfilling all

input goals. Suppose that the analyst decides to choose

alternatives with a cost less than 30 (S4, S7, and S8 in our

case—see Table 5).

Each candidate_solution is now evaluated against risk

and possible countermeasures are introduced in case the

risk is unacceptable (line 4–18). First, the analyst checks

whether the candidate_solution (e.g., S4), together with

risks in the event layer (event_labels), can still lead to

desired levels of evidence for top goals. To accomplish

this, we use Forward_Reasoning (adapted from [19])

which propagates evidence labels throughout the GR

model. Later, Satisfy compares final evidence labels for top

goals with those desired. If DEN values for top goals are

equal/less than the maximum risk admitted (acc_risks) and

SAT values for top goals are equal/greater than the desired

values (desired_labels), then the candidate_solution is

added directly to the solution and its cost is calculated (line

7). Otherwise, countermeasures must be introduced in the

candidate_solution (line 10–16). The adaptation of For-

ward_Reasoning is detailed at the end of this section.

In order to define countermeasures, the analyst calculates

the maximum DEN values of input goals (max_labels) that

Target Definition
Acceptable 

Risk
GR-Model & 
Input Label

Find Alternative 
Candidate Solution

Candidate Solution
Evaluation

Criteria
e.g., Max. Cost

Risk Assessment &
Evaluation

Events 
Likelihood & 

Severity

Risk 
Acceptable?

Treatments 
Identification

No

Strategies:
Solutions + Treatments

Yes

1

23

Fig. 4 Risk assessment process flowchart

Algorithm 1 Risk_Assessment_Process

Require: gr_model hN ;R; Ii, label_array desired_labels,

label_array input_goals, label_array acc_risks, label_array

event_labels

1: solution_array solution {solution that has already encompassed

risks and necessary countermeasures}

2: alt solution Backward ReasoningðhN ;R;Ii;desired labels;

nil, input_goals)

3: candidate solution Select Can Solutionðalt solutionÞ
fcandidate solution � alt solutiong

4: for all Si [ candidate_solution do

5: cur_labels  Forward ReasoningðhN ;R; Ii,
hSi, event_labels, nili)

6: if Satisfy(cur_labels, desired_labels, acc_risks) then

7: add(solution, hSi, nil, Calc_Cost(Si, nil)i)
8: else

9: max labels Backward ReasoningðhN ;R; Ii;
desired_labels, acc_risks, goals(Si))

10: rel treatments Find TreatmentsðhN ;R; Ii;
cur_labels, max_labels)

11: for all Cj22rel treatment do

12: cur labels Forward ReasoningðhN ;R; Ii,
hSi, event_labels, Cji)

13: if Satisfy(cur_labels, desired_labels, acc_risks) then

14: add(solution, hSi, Cj, Calc_Cost(Si, Cj)i)
15: end if

16: end for

17: end if

18: end for
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produce acceptable DEN values for top goals. In other words,

we need to find a set of countermeasures able to mitigate

risk, so that we end up with acceptable risk levels

(acc_risks). We calculate max_labels values using Back-

ward_Reasoning (line 9) and specify the goals in the can-

didate_solution as input goals and acc_risks as a constraint

for theDEN value of input goals.By having two sets of values

(i.e., cur_labels and max_labels), we can find treatments that

mitigate risks and at the same time bring up evidence of top

goals to acceptable levels (e.g., max_labels).

To identify treatments, we propose Find_Treatments

(Algorithm 2) which enumerates all possible sets of treat-

ments that can mitigate risks to acceptable levels. By

comparing DEN in the max_labels and the cur_labels, one

can identify which goals are overvalued. For instance,

given S4 (Table 5) the goal G6 in max_labels is defined as

Den(G6) = P, whereas in cur_labels it is Den(G6) =

F (see Table 6 column Event-Out). Next, we need to define

related events that may cause this level of risk6. In our case,

the relevant events for G6 are E2, E3, and E4. Moreover, we

need to identify the severity of those events. Once we have

identified the rel_events, we can find the treatments

(rel_treatments) that can mitigate these events (line

10–18). As discussed earlier, mitigations may reduce

likelihood and/or severity of a risk. In the case of E2, E3,

and E4, the treatments that reduce the severity are T2 and

T3, while T4 and T5 reduce likelihood.

However, it could be the case that a treatment in

rel_treatments has an overlapped effect in mitigating risks

with other treatments. Thus, we evaluate each subset of

rel_treatments to check whether it is sufficient to mitigate

the risks, such that they (i.e., candidate_solution, subset of

rel_treatments) satisfy the evidence values specified in

desired_labels and acc_risks. In this way, we are able to

seek the strategy which is most cost-effective. Moreover,

through this evaluation, analysts can estimate the side

effect of additional treatments to the asset layer besides

their effect to the event layer. If the desired_labels and

acc_risks are achieved then the treatments and the input

goals can be added to the solution and the cost is calculated

(Algorithm 1 line 14).

Forward_Reasoning (Algorithm 3), essentially, is the

adaptation of the one proposed in [19]. The algorithm

consists of two main loops. The first loop propagates the

input evidence throughout the GR model updating the

nodes’ labels without considering alleviation relations (line

5–10). Update_Label (Algorithm 4) updates SAT and DEN

following the relation defined in Table 1 for decomposition

and contribution relations (line 6–7) and Table 3 for impact

relation (line 3–4). Based on current evidence values, final

Algorithm 2 Find_Treatments

Require: gr_model hN ;R; Ii, label_array current, label_array

max

1: array rel_events, rel_impact, rel_treatments

2: for all ci [ current ^is Goal(ci) do {find all events that threaten

the asset layer}

3: if ci.den [ maxi.den then

4: tmp events relatedðhN ;R; Ii; ci;
0 impact0Þ

{find all related events to the goal ci}

5: add(rel_events, tmp_events)

6: tmp impact Rk 2 I s.t. source(Rk) = ej ^
target(Rk) = ci

{identify severity/impact relation of the event}

7: add(rel_impacts, tmp_impact)

8: end if

9: end for

10: for all ei [ rel_events do {find all possible treatments to

reduce the likelihood of the events}

11: tmp relatedðhN ;R; Ii; ei;
0 negative� contribution0Þ

{treatments for reducing likelihood}

12: add(rel_treatments, tmp)

13: end for

14: for all ii [ rel_impact do {find all possible treatments to

alleviate the severity of the events}

15: for all Rj 2 hN ;R; Ii s.t. target(Rj) = ii do {identify all

alleviation relations}

16: add(rel_treatments, source(Rj))

17: end for

18: end for

19: return treatments

Algorithm 3 Forward_Reasoning

Require: gr_model hN ;R; Ii, label_array initial

1: label_array current, old

2: current initial

3: i 0

4: repeat

5: while old = current do

6: old current

7: for all Nj 2 N do

8: currentj  Update Labelði; hN ;R; Ii; old; initialÞ
9: end for

10: end while

11: if i = 0 then

12: Apply AlleviationðhN ;R; Ii; currentÞ
13: old nil

14: end if

15: i ??

16: until i = 2

17: return current

6 Related is meant to enumerate all the nodes that can be reachable

from a given node in hN ;R; Ii through a particular type of relation.
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evidence values of adopted treatments are estimated. Thus,

using Apply_Alleviation (Algorithm 5) we rewrite the sign

of impact relations that are alleviated by treatments—the

rules (Table 4) are encoded in the line 3 of the algorithm.

Afterward, the rewritten GR model hN ;R; Ii is again

evaluated in the second loop. Here, the evidence values of

all nodes in the GR model are final, and consequently the

risk levels of top goals are estimated (i.e., DEN of top

goals).

6 Framework validation

The Tropos Goal-Risk Framework has been used to model

and analyze several case study such as the London

Ambulance System (LAS) [2], the partial airspace dele-

gation in Air Traffic Management (ATM) [4], and the

Intra-Manufacturing Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

[7]. An important objective for all case studies was to

evaluate the expressiveness of the modeling framework

and validate the formal analysis that it supports. Moreover,

in the ATM scenario, we evaluated the usability of the

framework by software practitioners (i.e., our industrial

partners) [5]. These case studies were developed by gath-

ering information from domain experts using a question-

naire7, and at the ATM case study we conduct a focus

group discussion [39] to evaluate and gather feedback

about the GR framework. Moreover, only at ATM and

SMEs case studies where we perform not only risk mod-

eling and analysis. In these case studies, we confirm the

outcomes of automated reasoning with the domain experts.

From these case studies, we have learned that (1) the GR

framework is sufficient to capture basic concepts relevant

to risk and requirement analysis, (2) it is hard to validate

the inputs of assessments, since the system has not been

implemented, (3) precision of the assessment method at

this phase is less important since domain experts cannot

feel the difference the risk level smaller than 2 decimal

digits, and at last (4) the requirement schema has proven to

be effective in developing the GR model rather than

teaching them to use the tool and expect they will model

their problem using the modeling framework.

In this section, we include an experimental evaluation of

the scalability of the proposed automated reasoning tech-

nique using the LOP scenario. To help analysts in model-

ing, we have developed a tool that is an extension of the

Goal Reasoning Tool (GR-Tool)8 developed within the

Tropos project and as one feature of the SI* Tool9 devel-

oped within the SERENITY project. Basically, the tool

(Fig. 5) is a graphical tool in which it is possible to draw

GR models and run algorithms presented in the previous

section. The algorithms have been fully implemented in

JAVA and are embedded in the tool.

To test our approach and its implementation, we ran a

number of experiments with the loan origination process

scenario which is a simplification of Serenity e-Business

scenario [4]. In the following, we discuss the scenario for

our experiment. Suppose we are interested in partial evi-

dence for the satisfaction of top-goals earn more

income (G1) and ensure repayment of loan (G7),

while we insist on full evidence for top-goals receive

loan application (G4) and handle loan appli-

cation (G10). Suppose also that the maximum level of

risk we are willing to run is Den(G4) = P, -

Den(G10) = P, Den(G1) = N, and Den(G7) = N. Given

these inputs, the set of possible solutions is reported in

Table 5. Note that these solutions do not consider risk for

the moment. The total cost of each solution is calculated

summing up the cost of each leaf goal (input goal). Among

these solutions, suppose we decide to focus on ones with a

cost less than 30. These are S4, S6, S7, and S8. Particularly,

let us consider S4 with the initial assignment for input goals

as reported in Table 6 (column ‘‘Goal-In’’). This assign-

ment satisfies the desired values for top-goals (column

‘‘Goal-Out’’). Now, if we introduce the assignment to

Algorithm 4 Update_Label

Require: int i, gr_model hN ;R; Ii, label_array old

1: for all Rj 2 R [ I s.t. targetðRjÞ ¼ Ni ^:is AlleviationðRjÞ do

2: if is_Impact(Rj) then

3: satij = Apply_Imp_Sat(Ni, Rj, old)

4: denij = Apply_Imp_Den(Ni, Rj, old)

5: else {decomposition and contribution relations}

6: satij = Apply_Rules_Sat(Ni, Rj, old)

7: denij = Apply_Rules_Den(Ni, Rj, old)

8: end if

9: end for

10: return {max(max_array(satij), initial[i].sat),

max(max_array(denij), initial[i].den)}

Algorithm 5 Apply_Alleviation

Require: gr_model hN ;R; Ii, label_array current

1: for all Ik 2 I do

2: for all Rl 2 R s.t. target(Rl) = Ik ^ is_Alleviation(Rl) do

3: Ik /Update_Sign(Rl, current)

4: end for

5: end for

7 The questionnaire is called requirement collection schema and

available at http://fmsweng.science.unitn.it/*sistar/

8 http://www.disi.unitn.it/*yudis/tools/GrTool.jar
9 http://www.sesa.dit.unitn.it/sistar_tool;

http://fmsweng.science.unitn.it/*sistar/
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events reported in column ‘‘Event-In’’, the desired values

for top goals are no longer satisfied (‘‘Event-Out’’). Readers

might compare SAT and DEN values in the cell at grey rows.

For instance, G4 has full DEN evidence, while the acceptable

value was at most partial. This happens since goal

receive loan application (G4) is satisfied by

receive electronic application (G6) goal,

which has full DEN evidence (i.e., Den(G6) = F). We have

a similar situation for G7 and G10. To make S4 acceptable,

possible sets of treatments are C1, C2, C3, and C4 in

Table 7. As reported in column ‘‘Treat-Out’’ in Table 6, C1

satisfies again the desired values for top-goals (DEN values

for G4 and G10 are now partial, while goal G7 has no evi-

dence for denial). However, the adoption of C1 introduces

an additional cost for S4 that is now 30 ? 13 = 43.

A similar analysis can be done for the other selected

solutions S6, S7 and S8 (i.e., those with a cost lesser than

30). The set of treatments for S6 is C5, while for S7 and S8

can be either C6, C7, C8, or C9. Their costs are reported in

Table 7.

Figure 6 shows the comparison among costs and risks

for all solutions and related treatments. The total risk is

calculated assuming Null=1, Partial=2, and Full=3 and

summing up the DEN values for all top goals. This means

that for the acceptable risk level (i.e., Den(G1) = N, -

Den(G4) = P, Den(G7) = N, and Den(G10) = P), we can

have at most the total risk 1 ? 1 ? 2 ? 2 = 6. Note that

S6 ? C5 has a lower total risk w.r.t. the others (i.e.,

C6?C5 total risk = 5) and is cheaper than the initial

S4 ? C1 we considered. So S6 ? C5 seems to be the most

convenient solution to be adopted. However, the conse-

quence of adopting S6 ? C5 is that the customers cannot

submit their loan application electronically, and the analyst

should consider this in the choice.

Moreover, we have also tested the performance of the

implementation of the forward reasoning algorithm with

several much bigger test cases. Actually, these cases are

generated using on a GR model from a real case study as the

basis. A big model comes from joining several GR models

with random GR relations. We conducted the experiment

using Java(TM) Runtime Environment (1.4.2) and a

machine with Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 2.40 GHz and

1.5GB RAM. Though theoretically the algorithm has linear

complexity, in the experiment it demonstrated different

behaviour. The chart (in Fig. 7) shows that execution time

grows exponentially with the size of the GR model. More-

over, the increase of relations adversely affects the perfor-

mance of the reasoner, more than the increase of the number

of nodes. This phenomenon is caused by background

Fig. 5 Goal risk tool

Table 5 Cost of alternative solutions

Input goal Cost S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

G2-earn loan interest 3 X X X X

G3-charge high fee for LOP 2 X X X X

G5-receive hard-copy app. 5 X X X X

G6-receive electronic app. 3 X X X X

G8-ask mortgage 2 X X X X X X X X

G9-monitor usage of loan 4 X X X X X X X X

G11-verify loan application 3 X X X X X X X X

G13-assessed by CB 10 X X X X

G14-assessed by in-house 8 X X X X

G16-proposed by customer 1 X X X X X X X X

G17-defined by bank 3 X X X X X X X X

G19-Approved by clerk 1 X X X X X X X X

G20-Approved by manager 1 X X X X X X X X

Cost 33 32 31 30 31 30 29 28
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memory allocation processes that execute during the rea-

soning process. In a small scenario (i.e., below 50 nodes/

constructs in a GR model), the reasoner can easily obtain the

memory needed, but in a bigger scenario this allocation

takes more time. Additionally, the performance of Back-

ward_Reasoning is closely dependent on the performance of

the SAT solver that is used. Finally, the performance of the

risk assessment process depends on the number of treat-

ments that may be adopted to mitigate risks, as discussed in

the previous sections. Notice that the assessment process

still requires human intervention in selecting the alternatives

(i.e., Select_Can_Solution) to be analyzed further. Actually,

this step may be skipped. However, this step significantly

reduces the space of possible alternatives, and consequently

results in better performance for the overall risk assessment

process. The final decision of choosing among possible

strategies is left to the analysts.

7 Pros and cons of the goal-risk framework

Starting with pros, we had positive experiences in com-

municating GR models to analysts and domain experts.

This is an important strength for any requirements analysis

technique because it empowers domain experts to under-

stand and critique proposed models [4]. Moreover, the

learning process for experts to understand and use a GR

model takes relatively short period (approximately

2–3 months). This is partly due to the familiarity experts

had with the concepts of goal and task. In [5] we report on

the usage of the GR framework as part of the SI* modeling

framework in identifying security and dependability pat-

terns, and in [7] the GR framework was used to assess the

possible business solutions in a manufacturing SME.

The GR framework supports risk analysis during the

very early phases of software development. Consequently,

Table 6 SAT-DEN values of S4-alternative and C1-treatments

Goal Event Treat.
In Out In Out In Out

Sat Sat Den Sat Sat Den Sat Sat Den
E1-Increase Interest Rate of Loan - - - - - - - - -
E2-Forge Electronic Application - - - - F - - F -
E3-Forgery from External Attack - - - F F - F F -
E4-Forgery from Internal Breach - - - F F - F F P
E5-Debtor Defaults - - - - P - - P -
E6-Fake Identity Document - - - F F - F F F
E7-Fake Application - - - P P - P P -
E8-Inaccurate Credit Rating by CB - - - P P - P P -
E9-Mispredict Monetary Cond. - - - F F - F F -
E10-Collusion Customer-Clerk - - - P P - P P -
E11-Cust. becomes unemployment - - - P P - P P -
E12-Economic Recession - - - - - - - - -

G1-Earn More Income - P - - P - - P -
G2-Earn Loan Interest - - - - - - - - -
G3-Charge High Fee for LOP P P - P P - P P -
G4-Receive the Loan Application - F - - F F F F P
G5-Receive Hard-copy App. - - - - - - - - -
G6-Receive Electronic App. F F - F F F F F P
G7-Ensure Loan Repayment - P - - P P - P -
G8-Ask Mortgage F F - F F - F F -
G9-Monitor the Usage of Loan P P - P P - P P -
G10-Handle Loan Application - F - - F F - F P
G11-Verify Loan Application F F - F F F F F P
G12-Assess Application - F - - F P - F -
G13-Assessed by Credit Bureau F F - F F P F F -
G14-Assessed by In-house - - - - - - - - -
G15-Define Loan Schema - F - - F P - F P
G16-Proposed by Customer F F - F F P F F P
G17-Defined by Bank F F - F F - F F -
G18-Approved Loan Application - F - - F - - F -
G19-Approved by Clerk F F - F F - F F -
G20-Approved by Manager F F - F F - F F -

T1-Use Digital Signature - - - - - - - P -
T2-Have Digital Signature Inf. - - - - - - P P -
T3-Install Public Key Inf. - - - - - - P P -
T4-Employ Intrusion Det. Sys. - - - - - - - - -
T5-Employ Strict Access Control - - - - - - - P -
T6-Hire Underwriter - - - - - - P P -
T7-Verify ID doc with Gov. DB - - - - - - F F -
T8-Assign Liaison Officer for CB - - - - - - P P -
T9-Train Internal Actuary - - - - - - - - -
T10-Assess App. Anonymously - - - - - - - - -
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it reduces the risk of requirements revision, and conse-

quently the cost of development. This framework has been

tried for analyzing requirements and risks at various critical

information systems (e.g., business, safety, and mission

critical) [41]. However, we believe the framework can be

used at other domain application, but surely it needs some

adjustments. By having an asset layer consisting of stake-

holder goals, one can focus of those goals. Other frame-

works focus on risks for processes and resources that are

means for achieving stakeholder goals. Note that an event

may not be a risk for these processes and resources, but

may obstruct the corresponding goal nonetheless. For

instance, the goal increase sales may be achieved by

advertise products and discount products.

Let us assume that both means are undisrupted. However,

the event new competition may disrupt the goal itself,

but not the means of the goal. Indeed, this paper has

focused on goals as assets, rather than the means for

achieving these goals. However, in other works [3, 6] we

have also studied risks on the means to achieve goals by

introducing the notion of process to achieve a goal and

artifacts that are required by such processes. The GR

framework can also be used to assess risks at multi-actors

setting where the impact of risk can be propagated among

actors following the dependency among them [7].

Many risk modeling frameworks only consider risks,

i.e., events that can have negative impact on the mission of

the system-to-be. However, events may also have positive

impact. Within the GR framework, analysts can capture

such situations, and consequently perform trade-off anal-

ysis to find mitigations that result in acceptable risk levels

without preempting any opportunities. The three layers of

the GR model facilitate extensions to accommodate fea-

tures of other frameworks, such as: FTA, FMECA, Attack-

Graph, and Markov-Model. However, such extensions may

also require extensions to the range of evidence values

(e.g., 5 values instead only 3). This flexibility is one of

added advantage with respect to other related works (e.g.,

KAOS, DDP, CORAS). In comparison with KAOS, this

framework allows analysts to perform qualitative and

quantitative assessment though KAOS provides richer

formal semantics using Linear Temporal Logic. Moreover,

in comparison with DDP and CORAS the GR framework is

more expressive in capturing stakeholders’ intentions. At

last, the GR framework is the only framework that deals

with risk and opportunity, since some risks appear because

the stakeholders decide to pursue an opportunity. With this

feature, one can perform trade-off analysis to decide

whether one opportunity is worth to pursue or not.

Besides those pros, there are weaknesses in the proposed

framework. First, the notion of evidence (SAT and DEN) is

not as well understood as probability, which is most often

Table 7 Cost of possible treatments

Treatment Cost S4 S6 S7/S8

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9

T02 2 X X X X

T03 2 X X X X X X

T04 1 X X X X X X

T05 2 X X X X

T06 4 X X X X X X X X X

T07 3 X X X X X X X X X

T08 2 X X X X

T09 3 X X X X X

T10 2 X X X X X

Total cost 13 12 12 16 12 16 15 15 19

43 42 42

46

42

45 44 44

48

44 43 43

47

0

3
6

9

12

15
18

21

24
27
30

33

36
39

42

45

48

S4+C1 S4+C2 S4+C3 S4+C4 S6+C5 S7+C6 S7+C7 S7+C8 S7+C9 S8+C6 S8+C7 S8+C8 S8+C9

Cost Total RiskFig. 6 Comparison total risk

and total cost among all

candidate alternatives and their

treatments
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used for risk analysis. In response to this, we have extended

the framework to be able to accept both inputs (e.g., evi-

dence and probability) [7]. However, we note that our

proposed risk analysis is not meant to assess precisely risk

levels. Rather, it is meant to give designers guidance on

how to produce designs that minimize risks to the fulfill-

ment of stakeholder needs. For projects where budgets are

limited, our risk analysis can point to high risks so that they

can be given priority. Of course, this analysis depends on

value judgments made by the analysts in determining levels

of likelihood and severity. These judgments are typically

determined collectively by a group of analysts. For a more

formal approach, one may adopt techniques such as the

Delphi method [27] where an iterative process results in

stable judgments for all participants.

8 Conclusions and future work

In this article, we have presented a framework for model-

ing and analyzing risk during the requirements engineering

process. Our framework adopts and extends the Tropos

goal modeling framework and proposes qualitative rea-

soning algorithms to analyze risk during the process of

evaluating and selecting among alternative designs.

Moreover, this work extends the DDP framework by

introducing some relations that result in a more expressive

modeling framework. These relations capture correlations

among events and the distinction between treatments that

aim at reducing the likelihood vs attenuating the impact of

an event.

This modeling framework is equipped with a methodo-

logical process and two CASE tools (e.g., the GR tool and

SI* Tool) that support analysts in capturing, depicting, and

analyzing user requirements and their related risks. More-

over, we have also validated this framework in terms of:

(1) usability using several case studies and (2) performance

with bigger models that are generated using the real case

study model as a basis.

For future work, we would like to extend our analysis to

larger sets of SAT and DEN values, also to study quantitative

reasoning mechanisms where evidence is expressed in term

of [0, 1] as in the Dempster-Shaffer theory.
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